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About This Content

The Mindcrack Deck is an expansion to SUPERFIGHT that adds over 90 new cards created by your favorite Mindcrack
streamers for all their fans. Now you can finally know who wins: Aureylian with a glorious beard, or Guude wearing a dinosaur

costume.

The Mindcrack Deck comes complete with new Achievements to unlock!

Once added to SUPERFIGHT, The Mindcrack Deck will be added to your Collection and can be selected when joining fights.
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Title: SUPERFIGHT - The Mindcrack Deck
Genre: Casual, Indie, Strategy
Developer:
Pipeworks Studios
Publisher:
Pipeworks Studios
Release Date: 21 Jul, 2016

 a09c17d780 

Minimum:

OS: Windows 7 32-bit

Processor: Intel Core2 Duo E840, AMD Phenom II X2 550, 3.1GHz

Memory: 2 GB RAM

Graphics: NVIDIA GeForce 8800 GT, Radeon HD 4850, 512 MB VRAM

DirectX: Version 9.0c

Network: Broadband Internet connection

Additional Notes: SUPERFIGHT and microphone required.

English
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Funciona para el tuje, pagas 100 mangos y despues es peor que el mm. Very addictive and underrated game. There are so many
puzzles you can solve to get neat items, characters or game mutators. There are three difficulties: Casual, Normal and Asian
(kek), so even once you master the game on one difficulty, you can play on a harder one. There is also an unlockable "Cubos
Incursion" adventure mode and a boss rush. The dungeons are also randomly generated, but you can play specific dungeons with
seeds and modify their size. There is also laughs to be had with the game's purposely broken English. Even then, you can find
references hidden in the descriptions of certain items. For example, the nanomachines' description contains references to both
Daft Punk and Metal Gear Rising: Revengeance.

Just be warned, it is quite difficult.. Wishmaster is a game that I recommend because:
- is a method to banish boredom
- it has an acceptable price
- it is indie & casual
- it is a good match 3 game
- it has trading cards

Enjoy!. It's more of the first game basically. There are some new guns which are pretty awesome, and some new enemies. The
gameplay is exactly the same formula as the first one and it works. Until we get a real Halo game on the pc, this will have to do.
The graphics are great, colorful but not too colorful, and help make the levels a lot of fun. The story is whatever who cares. It's
not like anyone doesn't know what Halo is already. A pretty good game and has plenty enough content to justify its $7 price.
Especially since when you finish the game you can go back and gold star previous missions and when you get them all it unlocks
a whole new scenario which is pretty cool.

8/10 overall.. A Trials HD game with monster trucks. Oh yeah!. A game that is both fun and cute. what is better than that? the
low poly assets are charming and allow the game to run on lower end machines and tablets. If I had one complain its that
changing the resolution isn't very easy.. i like so much this game, is a 2d game,you have your astronaut and ship , when you out
the ship you can jump,use jetpack fly ,take 2d objects with physics,send it to the ship or trow it etc.
when you inside the ship you can fly around the planet with RT for fly then give the direction with stick , you can also fly on sky
until you reach outside the planet and reach the sistem (for example solar system) where you is,and if when you in the sistem
press A you can reach other galaxy systems... with differents planets etc.
Planets is all different with enemy or without,with hot temperature or gas or without it etc.
When you is inside a planet,if you press arrow down you can see your actual solar sistem and all planets around,
For example you see a central planet and other 2 planets fly arounds
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If you press LT you can also speed up the time for planets move faster and also for you better fly from your planet to one near
when they have the best trajectory for you
An arrow also show in what planet you is right now
So you can fly from one planet to another just by push RT,fly up up up until you exit the planet and then fly to another planet,all
this in realtime.
When you fly one planet to another you can also meeting asteroids or space objects and if you hit them you can send them to the
planet that you want reach,this will be dangerous because when you reach the planet the asteroids then can hit your planet (as
asteroid rains etc.) so also damage your ship or you.
Ship require Energy,Fuel etc. so you must find resources in planets,you can also find objects that give u stars for make
hyperspace jumps for reach other systems galaxy
So you can visit planets,grab or trow objects,send it to your ship,take resources,wak on feet,use jetpack on feet,jump,or fly with
your ship around the planet repair the ship,cure yourselph ,avoid enemies etc.
Sadly i must to refund for now this game because i'm very poor and i can't afford it,BUT i like it so much,i think i will rebuy it
when\if the game will be at lower price.
P.S. If anyone that read this review think this is useful review or like it please donate this game to me,i will need it also for my
channel too,and i like it so much sure i will be happy to play it.. Half of the text in the game isn't even english!
. V nice, I would highly recommend playing with 4 players. YESSSSS, thank you so much... I AM SWEATING, fianallly I AM
SWEATING ! ! !
The first VR game that achieved that!

The game is fun, thrilling and challenging. Actually for me in the TOP 5
of VR games you can get on steam! Finally sth. worth to play in VR.
It would not make sense in 2D, not in 3D and not seated.

btw. ... You should stripe your HMD as thight as possible :D

@ Fox: Looked at this game, just because of ur scripts for unity. Thank you again btw. Helped me a lot! But actually, the game
REALLY IS GOOD! Totally worth it's money! Too cheap compared to
the expansive trash you can find on steam.
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When it comes to reviewing games like The Lords of the Earth Flame, I truly wish I could give a neutral opinion on Steam. I
can't say "hell yeah, this was a good game !" ; neither can I say "hell no, this is trash". I wasn't trully satisfied and have mixed
feelings about it, because there is approximately as much positive as negative.

The Lords of the Earth Flame is a fantasy interactive text adventure game, so if you don't like reading, you can leave this page at
once. You play as a caravan guide facing a violent snowstorm - up to you to lead your traveling companions to safety... or death.
Not really an extraordinary story. That beeing said, you'll notice that there are many different paths to take ; some are
surprisingly brief, others more elaborated, but won't necessarily be better for you or your traveling companions. That's the most
positive aspect of this game : there are many different paths and endings, and your choices will have consequences. However,
every time you finish the game, you'll have to start over and go through several pages you have already read. Despite the replay
value, it will take around one to two hour(s) to experience every possibility. Yes, that's that short, so in my humble opinion this
game is overpriced.

https://steamcommunity.com/sharedfiles/filedetails/?id=1202819820

Regarding the actual game content, the writing is good enough (some typos, not a deal-breaker as a non-native English speaker
in my opinion though), but some dialogues can be a bit confusing. The interface is simple but effective ; the music is
appropriate but when a track ends, the music just stops baldly ; then a few seconds of silence, another music starts and stops
again all of a sudden, etc. It may not seem relevant, but it actually rather breaks the atmosphere. I liked the art style : simple, but
fine black sketches.

I'll recommend this game only with a good discount, for readers who like the "Choose Your Own Adventure" books or for
achievement hunters.. The Rock Expansion pack is a MUST HAVE for Rytmik Ultimate. You will not regret buying it. Sounds
are fantastic! :D. first of all, despite what EVERYONE says, NOT A SINGLE CENT OF CASH IS NEEDED TO GET
TROUGH THIS GAME AT ALL.
theres a shop where you can buy ammo at reasonable prices and also THERE ARE OTHER WAYS besides just ramming into
the face of everything with a machinegun, which 90% of people here seems not to understand or even realize at minimum.

The Good:
-nice to pass the time.
-has end-game unlockables and secret areas.
-missions dont tend to take much time.
-mid-late game missions tend to get your heart pumping real hard as the struggle gets heavier.
-"random rarity" boxes are a pretty good system IMO, since theyre not really THAT random, people is just lazy, if you save up
for around 10-15 missions you can easily buy a REALLY GOOD box and get a real nice upgrade on your weapons.
-you can get trough the entire game without buying ammo, just by upgrading your weapons with cartridge(on-clip) capacity and
damage.
-the difficulty curve on the enemies "adapting(more like dully buffing themselves up)" is not so big of a deal if you have at least
90IQ yo buy and upgrade your stuff.
-there are several workarounds for each mission besides just mashing your face onto everything with a shotgun.
-humanoid enemies are ridiculously easy as you can just run to them and unleash a finisher in half a second.

The BAD:
-you can get A stuff pretty easily, if you save for it, but S its unreachable unless youre actually lucky.
-the ingame cash shop doesnt work anymore.
-the prices on ingame cash shop are stupid high for what they ACTUALY give you.
-the optimization ITS A ♥♥♥♥ING PIECE OF GARBAGE, ALL maps are small but intrincated, still its NO EXCUSE for
these EXCESSIVE requirements.
-not enough options at the time of configuration of the game in case you have a mid-end PC like i do, basically ensuring you
WILL have lag and forcing you to get effects and features that are straight up just going to EAT AWAY your PC.
-gives the player ABSOLUTELY NO REASON to keep playing, which makes 95% of people quit in 1-3 hours at best.
-the mission dialogues and interaction is SO RIDICULOUSLY DULL AND SOULLESS that i just skipped trough everything,
because seriously, its hard to get ANYONE GIVING A♥♥♥♥♥♥if theres just dull text, and text, and text, and text, and text
and then MORE TEXT!!!!!!!!!!!!!!! EAT TEXT! DINNER TEXT! SLEEP IN TEXT!♥♥♥♥♥♥TEXT! BREATH TEXT!!!!
-TEXT TEXT TEXT TEXT SKIP
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-despite the missions being able to mildly thrill a midly-hookable player, no one cares if the game feels SO DULL.
-getting those reward boxes again and again and again, being ALL the same and giving no more than crap you could just
normally buy without that much effort that you spent getting them and finally being cheaper to had bought them yourself feels
like♥♥♥♥♥♥ its basically spitting into one's face after so much effort that some of the missions can be to unlock those damn
boxes.

give it a try, if you dont like it, leave it, if you like it, tell us your secret, are you human?
is not a "bad" game, yet is not precisely the best game of the year, needs A TON of improvements if its gonna be an actuall
game on itself, thank god its free, but like this it has no future whatsoever.

i insist, give it a try, if you have a Mid-end PC it WILL run badly but playable, can be thrilling and fun a lot of times, yet ends
up feeling heavy after 10 hours.
. Switzerland DLC is a nice addon at a fair price for this already amazing game
i buy it to support this small dev team to help add more content over time

. The game was enjoyable with simple puzzles. Nothing was frustrating and the game took a little under 2 hours to beat playing
very casually. The only problems I found with the game was the dialog progresses on its own if you take more than a few
seconds to click the next button, and there was a glaring typo in the dialog near the end.

I think it was worth the asking price .. Needs to be more people playing it.. This game is awesome. I bought it after reading
other reviews and I was not disappointed. This game is true to the screenshots and videos. The world and ambiance are both
beautifully crafted, the music matches the feel of the game so perfectly. The combat is varied, shooting, grenades, grenade
launcher, deflecting projectiles, smashing crystals. This game looks remarkably polished, I didn't experience any bugs, visual or
audio glitches. Would have payed $20 for this game.

Would love to see a better way to deal with multiple incoming projectiles, perhaps a shield or shotgun type weapon.

Fantastic game overall, highly recommend!. Played the free content using Windows Mixed Reality. Would recommend the
game is tried.
It is very atmospheric. Most puzzles are fun, and I could do all but two (there are some assumptions made @I think).

I am hanging back on buying any DLC at the moment as there was bad stuttering, but I managed to complete the first room at
least
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